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Funk Fix is your emotional first aid kit!
When you get that skin crawly, funky feeling, you will use
this kit.

Step One:
You are going to use a bag, box, suitcase, or whatever container tickles your fancy.

Step Two:
You are going to fill it with wonderful things.

Step Three:

USE this kit whenever you need to get through a hard,
lonely time.

Step Four:

Keep your Funk Fix filled up!
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The Top Ten Must Have Items That You
Must Have In Your Funk Fix Kit!

1. Excellent Reading Material
You must have a book or magazine that you love
or have been looking forward to reading.
2. The Splurge Movie
This is the movie that you have been dying to see.
Buy the DVD!
3. Luxury Food Item
Whatever your luxury snack is. It is best to pick
something that can get tucked away in your kit.
Stay away from fresh or frozen items.
4. Drink item
Same as your food item but in liquid form.
5. Dinner take out menu
Treat yourself to a little take out during these
times.
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6. Mani/ Pedi Supplies
You can’t go wrong with a little self-care during a
funky mood.
7. Your HAPPY Play List
Music! Make a happy playlist and let it flow
through your home.
8. Your Support Crew

Write a list of people you can call and text.
9. Engaging Activity
Have an activity with all the supplies in this kit. If
you like to craft, have a small craft project in your
Funk Fix. Maybe you’re a crossword puzzle. Have a
book of them ready and waiting. Find something
that you can enjoy for a few hours.
10. Journal and Pen

Writing is always good for a funky mood. If nothing
else, write a gratitude list.
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Supplies and Shopping
Anytime you are out and about, look for things to
add to your kit.
You can do the Funk Fix Kit on any budget. Shop at
thrift stores, Amazon warehouse deals, or even ask
friends and family for supplies.

Use your imagination. If it feels like it would be
fun, add it to the Funk Fix Kit.
Tip: Notice that nothing in the Funk Fix pointed
you to social media. During these funky moods,
social media is not your friend, stay off it.
Tip: Remind yourself that the funky mood will
pass and that you will feel better again.
Tip: Always keep your Funk Fix Kit full. I have
used my Funk Fix Kit for ten years! You never know
when a big, bad funk is hiding in the shadows!!
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